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From breakout author Chris Pike comes the thrilling conclusion about one fatherâ€™s quest to

persevere against all odds to save his daughter. You read Unexpected World. You experienced the

fall of modern society. Now itâ€™s time for the hardened survivors to face the perils of an uncertain

world. Dillon Stockdale is a broken man, crippled by agonizing grief over the realization his daughter

perished in the wilderness. Dillon, together with Holly Hudson and his faithful dog, reluctantly begin

the dangerous journey back to Hollyâ€™s sprawling ranch. During the harrowing trip, they face

murderous outlaws and violent weather, but they learn something invaluable that will change the

course of many lives.Will a bold plan and new alliances result in Dillonâ€™s salvation, or does the

journey end here?Find out who lives and who dies in this riveting conclusion to the survivors of an

unexpected and uncertain world.
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Another good story with a good pace by Mr. Pike. Well written and not filled with fluff or rambling

diatribes that some author's call good writing. It always bothers me when authors, in the middle of a

fight, will interrupt the action to reveal a couple pages of thoughts by the characters. Kind of like:



"John jumped to grab the gun that was leveled at his face. He grew up a poor boy who was

misunderstood.........." Then, two pages of psychoanalysis and memories later, "The bullet grazed

his head..."I like that it's not filled with preaching on the merits of prepping. Seems like some

prepper's are determined to prove they are not wacky and go overboard in their defense by going

on ad nauseum about all the things they would store away and how smart they were to prepare for

the worst while pointing out how miserable the naysayers had become. I've always found that

unnecessary because when folks see what life would be like if it were the end of the world as we

know it, then they will see the wisdom of being prepared -- although I personally feel that filling a

bomb shelter full of canned goods is a wee-bit over the top.I also like the usage and accuracy

regarding firearms but Mr. Pike doesn't go overboard by filling pages of details on different types of

guns like some who think they were writing for Janes. Also, it is unfortunate that those who do not

see the danger to our 2nd amendment rights don't tend to read these kind of books. Sadly, it will

take a catastrophic event in their own lives for them to see the error of their ways but by then it will

be too late.On the down side, it was short but if author's crank them out quickly like Mr. Pike has his

first two books, I'll take that trade-off any day.
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